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ABSTRACT
Indian business firms are presenting financial statements in different format as per requirement of countries. It will
become cumbersome to make different format.  The introduction of IFRS solved this problem as IFRS is a common
financial language for business affairs around the world. IFRS is understandable and comparable across globe. In the
modern era of globalization in which Indian economy has also bloomed, adopting IFRS would make Indian business at
par with other global business and increase the scope of foreign investment in Indian market . India also decided to
converge with IFRS by developing a standard called IndAS. This paper explains the applicability of IFRS, upcoming
challenges and its adoption in India. It also discusses the implementation and prospects of IndAS in India.
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INTRODUCTION
Modern economies rely on international transactions with free flow of capital in International market.
Business firms hunt for diversification and investment opportunities across the border, to raise capital, engage
in international operations as well as subsidiaries in other countries. Previously, such cross-country
comparison was complicated as each country maintains their own sets/format of accounting standards. This
hodgepodge of accounting requirements often increases cost, complexity and risk to companies. IFRS
Standards deals with this confront by providing a set of accounting standard of high quality as well as
internationally acceptable which will also bring Transparency, Accountability and Efficiency to financial
markets of world.

Transparency by intensify the comparability and quality of financial information which will enable
international investors and other market participants to take make well-versed economic decisions,
Accountability by plummeting the information gap between the capital providers and capital users and
Efficiency by helping the investors to find out favorable openings  and risks related to it which will improve
capital allocation.

IFRS -International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) are a set of accounting standards developed by the
IASB that is becoming the global standard for the preparation and disclosure of public company financial
statements. IFRS being a single set of worldwide standards simplified accounting procedures by allowing a
company to use one reporting language that will be recognized globally.[i]

International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) - With the view of making the financial statements
more transparent, efficient and steadfast, the London based group - International Accounting Standards
Committee (IASC),  developed International Accounting Standards , was established in June, 1973. Between
1997 and 1999, the IASC rationalized their organization and formed the IASB. These changes came into
effect from 1st, April, 2001, IASB publishes its standards in a series of announcement and label it as
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

IndAS - IFRS are now becoming universally accepted reporting language of accounting standards. In the
swing of global trend the Government of India declared the convergence of the Indian Accounting Standards
with IFRS by 1st April, 2011. The formal notification of Indian Accounting Standards (IndAS) issued by the
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Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) on 20 February 2015. Approximately 39 new accounting standards have
been notified in way to convergence with the globally recognized and accepted IFRS.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Ball (2006) stated that many developing countries where the quality of local governance institutions is low,
the decision to adopt IFRS will be beneficial[ii].

P. A. Isenmila (2013) reveals IFRS introduction will facilitate better investment decision making in the capital
Market. The new standards will lead to an enhanced or favorable financial measure, such as profitability,
growth, leverage, liquidity, and size, Good Corporate Practices, quality and timeliness of management
information and transparency.[iii]

Santanu Kumar Das, “Indian Accounting Standards and IFRS”(2014) studied the global accounting standards
would remove a frictional element to capital flows and lead to wider and deeper investment in markets with
IFRS is also in the interest of the industry since compliance with them would be able to create greater
confidence in the mind of investors and reduce the cost of raising foreign capital.[iv]

Srivastava, Anubha; Bhutani, Prerna, did study entitled of “IFRS in India: Challenges and Opportunities”(
2012) finds out up to what extent IFRS has been adopted by the organizations, what challenges and
opportunities companies are facing regarding IFRS, and what are the measures that can be taken to make the
process smooth and flawless. [v]

Paramashivaiah, & Puttaswamy (2014) highlighted various factors that delayed IFRS adoption in India. He
suggested about the legal and regulatory frame work to be amended soon and aggressive academic input and
training shall be provided rapidly to overcome the talent crunch in this new accounting and reporting
regime.[vi]

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY
1. To comprehend the applicability, implication and prospects of IFRS.

2. To encompass the present scenario and the adoption phases of IFRS in India.

3. To embrace the challenges faced by corporate firm in adopting IFRS and IndAS.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The present work is fusion of descriptive and exploratory research work. The research is purely secondary and
the information is collected through various websites, journals, and books.

PROSPECTS OF ADOPTION OF IFRS CONVERGE INDAS
The convergence of IFRS into IndAS is a very important process that contributes to the free flow of
international investment and attains significant benefits for all capital market stakeholders. It improves the
aptitude of investors to compare investments on a global base and also decreases their risk of errors of
judgment. The benefits of IFRS convergence to IndAS are-

 The adoption of IFRS is anticipated to provide better outcome in respect of quality of financial reporting
as there is continuous application of accounting principles. It will lead to increased trust , reliability and
confidence among investors, analysts and other stakeholders in a company's financial statements,

 Transparency, easy accessibility with reduce cost of capital increases the global capital markets ,as IFRS
are now accepted as a financial reporting framework for companies

 The accounting professionals are able to work in different parts of the globe which will increase the scope
of accounting professionals in industry as well as in practice.
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 With adoption of IFRS Stock exchanges have possibility of heavy profit as more companies will be
eligible for listing.

 Internationally acceptable accounting standards become the language of communication for Indian
companies which increases listed Indian companies in overseas stock exchanges.

ROADMAP OF  INDIAN ACCOUNTING STANDARDS (IndAS )
On 16th February 2015, Ministry of Corporate Affairs has announced a new road map for the implementation
of New Indian Accounting Standards (IndAS) with effect from 1st April 2015 as voluntarily basis and from
1st April 2016 as mandatorily. ICAI has issued 39 accounting standards converged with. The insurance
companies, banking companies and non-banking finance companies shall not be required to apply Indian
Accounting Standards (IndAS) for preparation of their financial statements either voluntarily or mandatorily
as per MCA notification. The provisions of the IndAS are made applicable as per the notifications issued by
the MCA. As per the notification of the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, the applicability of IndAS shall be in
phased manner – Phase I & Phase II .

Phase I - IndAS shall be mandatorily applicable to the following companies for periods beginning on or
after 1 April 2016, with comparative figures for the period ending 31 March 2016 or thereafter:

 Companies whose equity and/or debt securities are listed or are in the process of listing on any stock
exchange in India or outside India and having net worth of 500 crore INR or more.

 Companies having net worth of 500 crore INR or more other than those covered above. (Holding,
subsidiary, joint venture or associate companies of companies covered above.)

Phase II – IndAS shall be mandatorily applicable to the following companies for periods beginning on or
after 1 April 2017, with comparative figures for the period ending 31 March 2017 or thereafter:

 Companies whose equity and/or debt securities are listed or are in the process of being listed on any
stock exchange in India or outside India and having net worth of less than rupees 500 Crore.

 Unlisted companies other than those covered in Phase I and Phase II whose net worth are more than
250 crore INR but less than 500 crore INR. (Holding, subsidiary, joint venture or associate companies of
companies covered above.) [vii]

CHALLENGES IN CONVERGENCE WITH IFRS

 Cost of convergence is a major challenge whereas other challenges are deficiencies in corporate practices,
improper systems and foggy processes.

 There is lack of trained professionals, diversified sources of industry-specific accounting guidance, and
cultural barrier for accepting and adopting foreign accounting principles.

 An unavoidable issue for Indian regulators is the lack of IFRS knowledge and experience in the
accounting and auditing profession. There is a need of realignment of specific accounting guidance.

 Adoption of IFRS will sudden change the entire set of financial statements which is very much different
then Indian GAAP will give new hurdles to the user.

 The prevalent hurdle for the professionals is the lack of training, facilities and academic courses on IFRS
in India.

 IFRS convergence would affect the financial statements and accordingly the tax liabilities would also
change. It is important that the taxation laws recognize IFRS compliant financial statement to boot the
duplicate administrative work. In addition to the direct tax implications, the regulators would also need to
indirect taxes under consideration (especially towards GST).

 Due to the application of fair value principles by IFRS there is significant difference financial information
revealed, particularly in case of financial instruments and business combinations.

 The terms and conditions related to management compensation plans need to be modified as the financial
results under IFRS and Indian GAAP shows considerable difference.
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 The disclosure and reporting requirements under IFRS and Indian reporting requirements are completely
different. Thus Companies have to ensure that the existing reporting model is amended as per the
reporting requirements of IFRS.

SUGGESTIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION

 Tax authorities should reflect on IFRS implications on direct and indirect taxes. IFRS should provide
clear/appropriate guidelines from a tax perspective.

 It should be made compulsory for the companies to prepare IFRS compliant statements as well as Indian
GAAP compliant statements, which will help in tracing problems likely to be happen in advance and
corrected as much as possible.

 IASB should announce standards take proper feedback from  the accounting profession, member
countries and corporate management.

 IASB should support member bodies to adopt IFRS and formulate and reformulate their rules as to
eradicate upcoming hurdles.

 Local stock exchange and other governing bodies of various accounting profession should cooperate in
taking action against companies that fails to comply with the IFRS.

 A sound theoretical and practical training in the light of international GAAPs, industry and academia
integration is the requirement of hour.

 The government of our country needs to format a separate committee for IFRS process and feedback
purpose.

 Intensive training, conferences, seminars, workshops from the experts to bridge the gap between Trained
Professionals required and trained professionals available. IFRS should be incubated as a compulsory part
in the academic curriculum.

CONCLUSION
There is a crucial need to deal with the challenges and work towards full adoption of IFRS by implementing
the roadmap in India. The most significant need is to build adequate IFRS skills and an extensive knowledge
amongst Indian accounting professionals to supervise the conversion projects for Indian corporate..
Convergence to IFRS is expected to improve the relevance, transparency, reliability and comparability of
financial reports and benefit global investors. Adoption of IFRS requires commitment and dedication from
various stakeholders to promote international convergence of accounting. Thus to implement IFRS
successfully and efficiently, a high level of mutual international understanding about corporate targets,
financial reporting targets and harmonization targets need to be achieved.
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